Draw a picture, shape your future

The Green Party has an ambitious plan to make climate change history; it’s called the Zero Carbon Bill. Getting this right will have a massive impact on your future, so it’s important you let the Government know what you want.

1

☐ I want this submission to be anonymous  ☐ Opt out of updates from the Greens

2 To the Ministry for the Environment, this is what I want for my Zero Carbon Future...

⚠️ Rants, poems and drawings all accepted!

No Plastic Bags.

MORE WINDMILLS? • ELECTRIC CARS? • REDUCE FARM POLLUTION? • PLANT TREES • FREE BIKES? • NO NEW COAL MINES?

3 Take a photo of the completed page and email it to:
zcb.submissions@greens.org.nz
before 5pm 19th July.

Your details may also be used by your Campus Greens to communicate with you.